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JSON Analyse & Transform for Access (Version 4.20)
Increasingly, data is being made available from online sources as JSON files.
The file format is very versatile and efficient allowing rapid data transfer
See Appendix A for more information about JSON file structure
However, the data then needs to be processed (parsed) before it can be used in Access.
Unfortunately, Access does not provide any easy method of importing JSON files.
By contrast, JSON data can be imported and parsed using Excel Power Query add-in (2010/2013) or the
built-in Get & Transform feature in Excel 2016
JSON Analyse & Transform for Access (JATFA) has been created to simplify the processing of JSON files
directly into Access so the data can be saved in normalised Access tables.

1. Installation
The JSON Analyse & Transform for Access application has been designed to run in Access 2010 or later.
It is compatible with both 32-bit and 64-bit Access.
The application has not been fully tested in Access 2007.
The application will be installed to the folder C:\Programs\MendipDataSystems\JATFA.
This location will be made a trusted location
Shortcuts will be created on the desktop and start menu.
If you want to remove the application at a later date, do so using Add/Remove Programs
During installation, you will be asked to provide user information
This will be stored in the registry key together with information about the application:
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Mendip Data Systems\ JATFA
NOTE:
At a minimum, you must enter the user name. Other items are optional
If you bypass this information during installation, it can be added from the application itself

2. Initial Setup
Each time the application runs, a splash form appears briefly.
Various checks are run whilst the form is visible.
It then closes automatically.
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When the application is run for the first time, a user information screen will be shown:

Information entered during installation will be retrieved from the registry.
If you left any of these fields blank, please enter the information now.
The licence key and support expiry date are entered automatically
Support is available for 90 days after installation
When the user information form is closed, this message appears:

If you click Yes, the Email Settings form opens:
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Email is used to send feedback to customer support
Email messages can be sent direct from the application or using Outlook.
Complete this form so that email can be sent direct from the application
Send a test email to check this is working correctly.
If errors occur, click the Help button for more information
If the email is sent successfully, click Save Settings.
NOTE: The settings are NOT saved automatically
Close the email settings form.
The default Start form now opens

3. Start form
This is the default form shown when the application first loads.
It contains a summary of the program together with copyright information

Please note the copyright information on this form.
The application uses JSON parser code available from https://github.com/VBA-tools/VBA-JSON
Alternative JSON parsers are available from other sources.
If preferred, you can bypass the startup form and load the application at the main form instead
NOTE: When the application loads it checks its path and updates other folder paths accordingly.
For example, the folders used for backups and default JSON files etc
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4. Main form
This is used for many features of the JSON Analyse & Transform for Access (JATFA) application

A

B

C
The form controls can be considered in 3 main sections:
A)
Details of JSON file – data source / destination table / transform function
B)
JSON file viewer (shrink / expand) plus tools to analyse / fix JSON files
C)
Navigation and processing tools
Over 65 JSON files have been supplied from the very simple to highly complex.
As a rough guide, files have been assigned a difficulty level on a 1-5 scale: 1 (easy) to 5 (very complex)
Processing has been completed for all files as examples
More files are also available for which processing has not been done
Although part of the parsing process is common to all JSON files, other sections need to be individualised to
match the structure of the source file and the destination table
You can also import your own JSON files into the application. However, it is STRONGLY recommended that
you work through a variety of the supplied examples before doing so.
a) Parse & import an existing file using the transform function
Select a file using the navigation buttons or the search combo box
The JSON file will be ‘read’ into the window on the right of the form
Click the Transform button. The data is parsed and imported into one or more normalised tables.
The process is extremely fast – usually less than a second even for files of several hundred records
When completed, you will see a message similar to this:
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Click Yes to view the table of imported data:

NOTE: before importing new data, by default existing data is deleted to prevent duplication of records
If the file cannot be processed, a message like this will be shown instead

Click the Expand button to display the data in a format that may be easier to understand

Click the Shrink button to return to the default concise format
Click the Edit JSON button to view/edit the file in the default application e.g. Notepad
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Occasionally, downloaded JSON files may be supplied in an invalid format.
Files which fail a validation check are shown in RED and the Transform button is disabled

You can correct many JSON errors by clicking the Fix JSON button

Click Yes to attempt to fix the errors.
If successful, a message like this will be shown and the file text will revert to BLUE

If unsuccessful, the text will remain RED as you will not be able to transform (process) the data.
The original GoogleMaps file (in the More Files folder) is a file that cannot be fixed using this method.
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b) External JSON conversion tools
Four other JSON conversion tools are supplied for such cases
i)

Online JSON to CSV converter
Click the button – the JSON text is copied to the clipboard
Paste the text into the window that appears (or upload it from the file)

The converted data appears in a new window and can be saved to your computer as a CSV file

ii)

Excel Power Query
This message appears – click OK to open Excel and run Power Query

Or click Help to view a short video (18 seconds) demonstrating how this tool is used
NOTE:
For Access 2010/2013, you must first install the Excel Power Query add-in
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iii) JSON Editor
This is useful to help edit JSON files into a valid format
Upload your file or paste into the left window.
The right window allows you to view each section of the file in a tree-view structure

iv) Validate JSON
Use to check for errors in the JSON file
Upload your file or paste into the window then click Validate JSON

If the file is valid, the above message will be shown in GREEN
If there are errors, these will be shown in the Results section in RED

Use this tool to work through and correct the errors.
Once you have a valid file, you can copy the corrected version & overwrite the original file
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c)

Transform other supplied files
Once you have tested several of the prepared JSON files and read the code used to process them, you can
try to create your own transform functions on some of the other supplied files.
As an example, the Employees file (ID = 13) is used below

Your first task is to create the fields for the destination table – tblEmployees
This can be done in 2 ways:
i)

Click the small Design button to the right of the table name

If the table has already been created, it will open in design view:
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Otherwise a message like this will be shown:

Click Yes to create the table.
The file will be analysed and suggested field names / datatypes determined.
The new table will then be created based on this analysis.
This process is very quick and will be followed by this message:

Click OK to view the table design.
Edit the fields as required
ii)

If you want more control over the process (RECOMMENDED), click the Analyse button.
Once again, the file will be analysed, and suggested field names / datatypes determined.
However, this time a file analysis form opens:

5. File Analysis form

A
B
C

D
E
This is a very powerful form and can be divided into 5 main sections:
A) Details of JSON file and reporting controls
B) Summary of analysis procedure and analysis tools
C) Analysis details
D) Table creation and transform tools
E) Navigation controls
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a) Analyse existing files
When the form is first opened, file analysis will be done automatically.
This will only take a couple of seconds unless the file is very large or complex.
Click Run Analysis to repeat the process e.g. if the file has been edited
Click Remove All if you want to clear the existing analysis for any reason
Click Refresh Form to update the display if you change the order of the fields listed
Click View Hints to view a summary of information about the file structure including any issues arising
from the analysis or transform routines. Details can be edited here

The detail section shows the suggested field names, order, datatypes, sample data, sub-array and table
info for the destination table(s).

The analyser will normally do this perfectly, but you should ALWAYS CHECK the details carefully.
Creating tables and transforming the data into normalised tables will be done based on the results of the
file analysis. It is therefore VERY IMPORTANT to ensure this is correct.
NOTE: Field names will automatically be:
 capitalised and any spaces, underscores or special characters will be removed
 prefixed with the table or subarray name where the default name uses a reserved word in Access
such as name/value/date e.g. in the Statements file, Date becomes StatementDate
 prefixed with the subarray name where duplicate fields exist in main array & subarrays
Edit the field names / datatypes / order if required:
 Modify the primary key field if the analyser didn’t get this correct.
The field order will automatically be updated to place the new primary key first in the list
NOTE: composite primary key fields are NOT allowed
 Check the field size for text fields (1->255) and the Number field type (integer/long/double)
If you get an error when transforming data, you may need to increase field size
 Untick the Include checkbox to exclude any unwanted fields
 Add new fields if necessary – do NOT use spaces or ‘special’ characters in the field name
In such cases, you may need to treat the file as a ‘special case’ – see below.
NOTE: Double click on sample data if it is too large to fit in the space available. A ‘zoom’ window will open
showing the full sample data text. The sample data can be edited
Once you are happy with the results, click Create New Table.
The new table will then open in design view as before.
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NOTE: In certain cases, it may be necessary to treat the file as a special case.
This will allow you to overwrite the default analysis procedures for the specified file.
Examples of special cases include: IdealPostcodes (9), GetAddress (10), Colours (16).
Click the small button with a question mark to see details of special case code

NOTE:
If the JSON file contains subarrays, the analysis screen will suggest ways of splitting the data into 2 or
more tables to ensure the tables are fully normalised. For example:

From version 3.3 onwards, all tables are created automatically when you click Create New Tables.
The next step is to create a transform function which will parse the JSON file and save the data to the
table you have created
Click the small SQL button to the right of the transform function name:

The transform function is then created using 2 template files.
The transform function is written specifically for the file being tested based on the above file analysis
(from version 3.8 onwards).
This should take less than a second to complete.
The new function then opens automatically.
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A message like this will be shown indicating that it should be CHECKED before use

Carefully CHECK the recordset section(s) used to import the parsed data.
Whilst this should be correct, you should modify it if there are any issues
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IMPORTANT :
JSON field names are case sensitive and often are lower case
Make sure the details match for the:
 table field e.g. ContactName
 JSON field e.g. contactName
 Subarray names (where applicable)
When you are satisfied, return to the main form and click the Transform button.
The data will then be added to the table(s) created for this file.
By default, existing data will be overwritten though the function can be modified if appropriate.
If successful, a message similar to this will be shown:

Click the Yes button to view the records added.
However if a problem occurs, you may see a message similar to this:

Continue to edit the Transform function as necessary until you get this working
If you want to delete the transform function so you can start again, double click on the
transform function textbox

NOTE:
The process should be fully automated for most JSON files with no user intervention required.
However, files with 3 or more levels of nested subarrays cannot be done completely automatically
b)

Add new JSON files
Click the Add New button and enter a description in the Search Item control.
NOTE: You can use a wizard to guide you through the process if preferred
Default values for the file name & folder, table name and transform function are added automatically.
You can alter these if necessary.
Enter the name of the JSON website and the URL if applicable.
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Click the Save button
NOTE:
If using an online JSON source, click the Get button to save the data to the specified JSON file.
Otherwise, import the data to the file manually and click the View button.

The JSON data will be read and displayed on the form.
This will be very fast (normally < 1 second).
Analyse the data to get a list of fields then create the destination table fields and the transform function
as previously described.
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6. Reports
Several reports are available from the application:
a)

File Summary
Click the Print Summary button on the Main form

b) File Analysis Details
Click the Print Analysis button on the Analysis form
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c)

File Analysis Summary
Click the Analysis Summary button on the Analysis form

d)

File Information
Click the JSON File Info button on the Help ribbon at the top of the screen
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7. Admin Menu form
This is used to run various admin tasks e.g. backup the database



Backup database – saves a copy of the database to the Backups folder with the version number and the
backup date/time e.g. JSONParser_v4.20_20171206184439.accdb



Program Settings – this contains various values used throughout the application
NOTE: incorrectly set values may prevent the application working correctly

These items can be grouped as follows:
o 1-6 : set automatically relative to the application path – DO NOT ALTER
o 7-8 : user preferences
o 9 : used during version updates – DO NOT ALTER
o 10-16 : user & licence info entered for this application
o 17-20 : computer info (useful if you need to contact program support)
o 21-29 : settings used to send emails from the application
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Email Settings
If not already done, complete this form so that email can be sent direct from the application
Send a test email to check this is working correctly.

If errors occur, a message similar to this will be shown:

Click the Help button for more information about the error
NOTE: Click Save Settings when done. Email settings are NOT saved automatically


Program Info
Brief summary info for this version
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Form Resizer – sometimes during development work forms can become ‘over-enlarged’.
This is unlikely to occur in normal program use
However if necessary, use this tool to restore any affected forms to their correct size



User Guide
Opens this document



View Start Form
See page 1 for more information



Empty All JSON Data Tables
Use this to delete all records from the JSON data tables.
The tables themselves are NOT deleted
A backup is automatically done first



Delete All JSON Data Tables
Use this to delete all JSON data tables.
A backup is automatically done first



Delete All Transform Functions
Use this to delete all transform functions for the data tables
A backup is automatically done first



Delete All File Analysis Data
Use this to empty all data in JSON file analysis tables.
A backup is automatically done first



Remove JSON Data / Analysis Tables & Transform Functions
Clears all items. Identical to running above 3 items together
A backup is automatically done first



Run Powershell
Not available in this version



View Version Changes Summary
Summary of changes made in each version of the application
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8. Help ribbon

The Help ribbon contains 7 items for quick access:
 User Guide – opens this document


JSON File Info – summary info report for JSON files used with this application



Check for Updates – checks for a newer version on the Mendip Data Systems website.
If a newer version is available, you will see a message similar to this:

Click YES to download the latest version from the website
If you already have the latest version, a message like this will be shown:
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Email Support – send an email to MDS customer support:
o if you have any questions about using specific parts of the application
o to report any bugs / errors you experience using the application
o to suggest improvements or additional features for a future version
If you are reporting a bug, please include the workstation info with the email as this may assist in
providing a solution



Backup database - identical to the Admin menu item



Program Settings - identical to the Admin menu item



Program Info - identical to the Admin menu item

For more information on using JSON files with this application, see the Appendices:
Appendix A : JSON File Structure
Appendix B : Reading & Editing JSON files in this application
Appendix C : Info about supplied JSON files
Appendix D : More Files
Appendix E : Possible Issues

The following are also useful sources of information:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON
https://www.w3schools.com/js/js_json_intro.asp
https://adobe.github.io/Spry/samples/data_region/JSONDataSetSample.html
I hope you find this version of the JSON Analyse & Transform for Access application useful.
All feedback on its use and suggestions for further development will be very welcome.

Colin Riddington
Mendip Data Systems
Email:
Website:
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Appendix A - JSON File Structure
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a syntax for storing and exchanging data.
JSON files are text with file type ‘.json’ and can be viewed in any text editor e.g. Notepad
JSON Syntax Rules
 Data is in name/value pairs separated by commas
 Curly braces hold objects, square brackets hold arrays. These are also in pairs
 Files MUST always start with a ‘{‘ or a ‘[‘ and end with a ‘}’ or a ‘]’
 The number of ‘{‘ and ‘}’ must match. Similarly for ‘[‘ and ‘]’
NOTE:
This application handles files enclosed in square brackets [] slightly differently to those enclosed in braces {}
This is explained in Appendix B
A name/value pair consists of a field name (in double quotes), followed by a colon, followed by a value:
For example: "name":"John"
Field names usually start with a lower case letter
Where combined words are used in field names, capitals or underscores may be used
For example: "firstName":"John" or "first_name":"John"
Values must be one of the following data types:
 String / number / JSON object / array / Boolean / null
String values must be written with double quotes: "name":"John"
Number values do NOT have quotes: "engineSize": 1495
To improve readability, JSON files may include ‘whitespace’ and additional square bracketing.
The following examples are structurally identical:
{"employee": { "name":"John", "age":30, "city":"New York" } }
{"employee": [ { "name":"John", "age":30, "city":"New York" } ] }

{
"employee":
{ "name":"John",
"age":30,
"city":"New York"
}
}

{
"employee": [
{"name":"John",
"age":30,
"city":"New York"
}]
}

Arrays of values only have square brackets:
“manufacturer”: [ "Ford", "BMW", "Fiat" ]
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Nested JSON Objects
Values in a JSON object can be another JSON object.
{
"name":"John",
"age":30,
"cars": [ {
"car1":"Ford",
"car2":"BMW",
"car3":"Fiat"
}]
}

Nested Arrays in JSON Objects
Values in an array can also be another array (‘subarray’), or even another JSON object:
{
"name":"John",
"age":30,
"cars": [
{ "name":"Ford", "models":[ "Fiesta", "Focus", "Mustang" ] },
{ "name":"BMW", "models":[ "320", "X3", "X5" ] },
{ "name":"Fiat", "models":[ "500", "Panda" ] }
]
}

{
"firstName": "John",
"lastName": "Smith",
"isAlive": true,
"age": 25,
"address": {
"streetAddress": "21 2nd Street",
"city": "New York",
"state": "NY",
"postalCode": "10021-3100"
},
"phoneNumbers": [
{
"type": "home",
"number": "212 555-1234"
},
{
"type": "office",
"number": "646 555-4567"
},
{
"type": "mobile",
"number": "123 456-7890"
}
],
"children": [],
"spouse": null
}
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Appendix B – Reading & Editing JSON files in this application
Often JSON files may contain extraneous information that is not required when saving data
This application uses the following rules to determine which portions should be included:
 Where files are enclosed in square brackets, the ENTIRE file is read
 Where files are enclosed in curly braces, the portion to the left of the next square bracket or curly brace is
discarded
In this example, the leading section is ignored: {"id":"0001","type":"donut","name":"Cake","image":
{"id":"0001","type":"donut","name":"Cake","image":["IFile":"images/0001.jpg","Iwidth": 200,"Iheight":
200],"thumbnail":["TFile":"images/thumbnails/0001.jpg","Twidth": 32,"Theight": 32]}

The file detects 6 fields and places the thumbnail data in a subarray.

However, if the file is enclosed in square brackets, the entire file is used:
[{"id":"0001","type":"donut","name":"Cake","image":["IFile":"images/0001.jpg","Iwidth": 200,"Iheight":
200],"thumbnail":["TFile":"images/thumbnails/0001.jpg","Twidth": 32,"Theight": 32]}]

The analyser now finds 9 fields with the 3 fields in the leading section treated as the top level array.
The image and thumbnail data form 2 separate subarrays:

When analysing your own files, try editing the file if necessary to help ensure the correct output:
 Add (or remove) square brackets at the start and end of the file
 Always enclose all subarrays with square brackets
JSON files normally use the Unicode character set (tristate = true) though some use ASCII (tristate = false).
Both can be detected and read correctly by the parser.

IMPORTANT:
JSON files can be easily edited using applications such as Notepad.
However, by default the file will be saved using the ANSI character set.
This can cause problems in some cases.
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Using incorrect settings may add some unreadable characters at the start of the file and make it invalid.

To fix this, change the default to Unicode before saving the file
The character set encoding can be identified if you click File … Save As

Change the setting to Unicode.
Once this has been done once for a file, the Unicode character set will be retained when the file is saved again
after any further editing.
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Appendix C – JSON File Info
A summary of the JSON files supplied with this application is provided over the next few pages.
The same information is available as a report from the JSON File Info button on the Help ribbon
File File
ID
1 GeoIP

Special File Hint
Case
No Simple array - straightforward to parse

Table
Count
1

Field Record
Count Count
13
1

2 Guardian

No

Simple array - straightforward to parse

1

11

10

3 Animals

No

Simple array - straightforward to parse

1

3

100

4 Countries

No

Simple array - straightforward to parse

1

8

200

5 Films

No

Simple array - straightforward to parse

1

7

200

6 Plants

No

Simple array - straightforward to parse

1

4

100

7 AddressSample

No

Simple array - straightforward to parse

1

5

3

8 Contacts

No

Simple array - straightforward to parse

1

7

91

9 IdealPostcodes

Yes

This file is well structured and easy to parse as a single table.
It has far more fields than are likely to be needed for address purposes
Two derived fields have been added: address line & address block.
For that reason, the file needs to be treated as a 'special case'
Also lots of unnecessary fields have been excluded

1

37

27

10 GetAddress

Yes

This address file from an online provider is poorly structured with no field names
The postcode used for the search isn't included in the file output!
It is extracted from the web url and added along with a derived address block field.
The file structure actually contains a subarray - addresses.
However, it makes more sense to treat it as a single table containing all required
fields. For all the above reasons, the file is treated as a special case for the
transform function code

1

6

27

11 Postcoder

No

1

14

28

12 Products

No

Well-structured address file
Simple array - straightforward to parse
Simple array - straightforward to parse

1

5

3

13 Employees

No

Simple array - straightforward to parse

1

9

100

14 Drugs

No

Simple array - straightforward to parse

1

5

100

15 Statement

No

Simple array - straightforward to parse

1

5

60

16 Colours

Yes

Although the structure of this file is easy to visualise, by default it would be parsed
into a 'spreadsheet-type' format of many fields each with one record.
The transform function has been designed to modify the output into a normalised
database structure with 2 fields: colour & colour value. For that reason, it is treated
as a special case

1

3

148

17 AwkwardString

No

This is a simple file deliberately designed to contain a wide variety of 'awkward'
characters that could cause issues with parsing code. Although slightly slower than
some other files, the file is transformed without difficulty.

1

2

100

18 Currencies

Yes

Although the structure of this file is easy to visualise, by default it would be parsed
into a 'spreadsheet-type' format of many fields each with one record.
The transform function has been designed to modify the output into a normalised
database structure with 2 fields: currency code & currency. For that reason, it is
treated as a special case

1

3

168

19 CurrencyExchange

Yes

Although the structure of this file is easy to visualise, by default it would be parsed
into a 'spreadsheet-type' format of many fields each with one record.
The transform function has been designed to modify the output into a normalised
database structure with 2 fields: currency & (exchange) rate.
The base rate & data download date have been added to each record for clarity.
For that reason, it is treated as a special case

1

5

31

20 Geonames

Yes

Treated as special case so selected fields are automatically excluded - modify if all
fields required. Also, the first field in the file is Lng (Longitude) which could be used
as the primary key field. However, it is more logical to use the GeonameID field as
the PK field. For that reason, the order has been changed as part of special case
code with GeonameID set as 1 & Lng as 2

1

12

10

21 Books

No

Simple array - straightforward structure

1

9

100
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22 FootballClubs

No

Simple array - straightforward to parse
Automated transform function completed 17/10/2017
Simple array - straightforward to parse
Years MUST be text field as most values in form: 1132-1147
OPTIONAL: Treat as special case to automate renaming fields
Simple array - straightforward to parse
OPTIONAL: Treat as special case to automate renaming fields
Simple array - straightforward to parse
OPTIONAL: Treat as special case to automate renaming fields
File with 1 subarray - tags so is transformed into 2 tables
Relatively simple array
Small part of a MUCH larger dataset to speed up loading time
Issues with field names fixed using code:
- Special character $ removed from field name $oid
File with 1 subarray - scores
Straightforward to parse
File supplied by Jack Leach @UtterAccess forum as a challenge
Deceptively simple structure but deliberately complex to transform. Various
unwanted characters need to be removed to do this successfully. For that reason, it
is treated as a special case

1

4

20

23 Monarchs

Yes

1

5

57

24 States

Yes

1

5

56

25 Presidents

Yes

1

4

44

26 Images
27 Restaurants

No
No

2
1

4
9

30
26

28 Students

No

2

4

200

29 TestJLeach

Yes

1

3

3

30 People
31 MultiSquad

No

File contains 2 subarrays so is transformed into 3 tables

3

13

300

No

File contains 2 subarrays (members, powers) so is transformed into 3 tables
Powers table is sub-sub array of members table
Age has to be Long integer due to a value = 1,000,000
Detected correctly in analysis

3

9

2

32 ImportedCalls

Yes

1

26

7

33 Programs

No

2

5

200

34 Cars

No

4

6

100

35 Vehicles

No

3

5

100

36 ActivePeople

No

1

20

30

37 Spaceship

No

2

4

10

38 Retailers

No

2

15

239

39 PhoneRecords

Yes

3

24

13

40 Generated
41 Weather
42 Weather2

No
No
No

File with many fields including some fields that could cause issues
All listed fields in calls subarray so treated as 1 table
Analysis correctly identifies 5 phone number fields starting with ‘+’ as text (20)
fields. Null 'sid' fields excluded to prevent error 3058
Treated as special case to automate this process
Automated transform function then works correctly
Straightforward file with 1 subarray so data saved into 2 tables
Different version values including 9.75; 3.5.6 could individually be read as numbers
or dates but overall need to be text
Analysis correctly detects this datatype
File contains 3 separate subarrays - model, colour, price so data needs to be saved
into 4 tables
File contains 2 nested subarrays - model, colour so data needs to be saved into 3
normalised tables
Complex data types deliberately used as test of analysis procedure e.g. colons
(hyperlink, ipaddress6), time values plus memo fields & boolean values. Simple
array - straightforward to parse
Relatively simple file with 1 subarray - cargo
Cargo table is an array of values so split function used to parse
This is a large file with many fields.
File contains 1 subarray so is transformed into 2 tables
Shortened version of very large file originally from
https://oresapp.asicanada.net/ores.imis.services/api/member
The original file is huge - around 470K characters so took almost a minute to load
fully. Shortened version used here so it loads faster
Added missing [] brackets in Geocode subarrays
File contains 2 subarrays so is transformed into 3 tables
Duplicate ID field in members subarray is ignored. Special case to automate
exclusion of 2 unwanted fields in members subarray
Complex array with 2 separate subarrays - tags, friends
Simplified JSON file with unnecessary subarrays removed. Straightforward to parse
Simplified version of file from www.wunderground.com
Original file had lots of unnecessary subarrays which have been removed. File has
huge number of fields that could probably be edited significantly

3
1
1

22
24
60

3
1
1

43 UKElection2015

No

1

28

650

44 UKElection2015Full

Yes

Converted from a CSV file.
Very large file for all 650 constituencies so slow to load & analyse
Simple array so straightforward to parse
Converted from a CSV file. Subset of 30 constituencies from much larger file of all
650 constituencies. Treated as special case so file can be split into 2 tables:
a) constituency info
b) votes for each party

2

17

30
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45 Cake

No

File with 2 subarrays - batter, topping which was taken from:
https://adobe.github.io/Spry/samples/data_region/JSONDataSetSample.html
The original file used fields id & type in both subarrays.
This meant the 2nd subarray was ignored as the parser cannot use the same field
name more than once. Edited JSON file to create unique field names & fix the issue
Simple array - straightforward to parse
Simple array - straightforward to parse
File contains 3 top level arrays - batter, topping, filling
Original file from stackoverflow forum
Transform failed - primary key cannot contain a null value
Removed unnecessary owner subarray & it now works
Reset PK field as UserID in place of reputation - field order automatically updates

3

8

1

46
47
48
49

CricketStats
Inspections
MoreCakes
ForumPosts

No
No
No
No

1
1
4
1

3
10
11
14

9
28
6
29

50 RGBColours

No

Original downloaded file could not be analysed as field names were not enclosed in
"" e.g. {colour:"red",value:"#f00"}
Corrected file is simple array & straightforward to parse
File has 1 subarray
Track length is a time field - now detected correctly by analyser
Some fields missing & hyperlink fields incorrect
Highly complex file with 7 nested subarrays: Level 1 – product,
Level 2 - colors, images, relatedItems, referencedItems, sizes, options. Fixed issue
with fields in colors subarray
Analysis procedure modified to correctly handle identification of fields in level 2
subarrays
File with 2 nested subarrays: posts & comments
Simple array - straightforward to parse
NOTE: Three other versions of this file with the same data but different structures
exist in the More Files folder:
- ITHelpDesk2, ITHelpDesk3, ITHelpDesk4
Not all are so easy to parse! It is instructive to try these and compare the analysis
results in each case.
Simple array - straightforward to parse
File with 1 subarray - quality
Original file caused issues due to incorrect bracketing - now fixed
Original file had incorrect bracketing and could not be analysed
Modified file is simple array with no issues
Simple array - no issues
Very large file so slow to load / analyse
Simple array - straightforward to analyse
Shortened version of large downloaded file with 1 subarray.
Reduced in size to speed up loading time.
Original file only had 1 field 'Date' in main table.
Added ID field to make this work properly.

1

3

7

51 Albums

No

2

6

4

52 ProductOffer
53 Shoes

No
No

4
8

17
35

1
1

54 PostInfo
55 ITHelpDesk

No
No

3
1

6
10

1
200

56 Bitcoin
57 CarList

No
No

1
2

10
8

2
5

58 FootballStats

No

1

14

2

59 Bikes
60 Athletes

No
No

1
1

9
7

31
1587

61 Athletics

No

2

9

7

62 PostInfoLevel3

Yes

File created with 3 nested levels of subarrays
- posts (L1), comments (L2), feedback (L3)
This level of complexity can't yet be managed by the analyser:
1. Analysis doesn't detect all fields or level 3 array (responses) correctly. 2
spurious fields detected (items 10/11). Treated as special case to fix analysis errors.
2. However, after correcting analysis, also needed to:
a) create final table (responses) manually
b) modify code for populating final table
Simple array - no issues

4

9

2

63 Chess

No

1

4

30

64 Badeye

Yes

File supplied by AWF user Badeye but with errors (now fixed)
Contains 5 separate level 1 subarrays
Treated as a special case to remove 1 spurious field and add another not detected
File contains 1 unnecessary subarray: 'location'.
Treated as special case so it can be 'flattened' into 1 table
Field supplied by Scott Reeves (SanDigital Tech). All required fields are contained in
the ‘data’ subarray so this is treated as a single table
4 fields are not picked up by the analyser as these do not appear in each record.
Treated as a special case to include the 'missing' fields

6

16

4

65 Roads

Yes

1

5

94

66 SanDigital

Yes

1

19

79
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Appendix D – More Files
Another 25+ files are also supplied in the More Files folder for anyone who wishes to try them.
Most of these have been looked at in depth, but not all
Some files have simple structures e.g. BookList / USZipCodes
Others are very complex and / or will need to be treated as special cases e.g. FamilyTree / Clothing
In certain cases, the file may be too complex for the parser to handle e.g. GoogleMapFIXED / Shares
Four of these files were invalid as supplied e.g. GoogleMap (original version), TumblrPhotos
These are included as validation errors can often be fixed using online tools such as JSON Lint or JSON Editor
File

Comments

BookList
CityBikes
Clothing
ContactInfo
FamilyTree
FootballResult
FootballScores
GeoCoords

Straightforward file
Large file with 2 subarrays
Multiple levels of nested subarrays and many repeated field names
Simple file but with errors
Badly structured with repeated use of same field names
2 subarrays and repeated use of field names
Easy to read but very difficult to parse
2 nested levels of subarrays
Contains 3 fields called type in main array & 2 different subarrays.
Deceptively complex file with multiple nested subarrays
Original file as supplied by Google is invalid !!!
File fixed using JSONLint but still complex to handle. Multiple subarrays
2 separate subarrays & repeated field names
Same data as ITHelpDesk file but in different formats of varying complexity
Multiple subarrays
Relatively straightforward file with subarrays
Relatively straightforward file with subarrays
Another Google file with multiple subarrays and complex to handle
Badly designed file. Difficult to parse
Relatively straightforward file with subarrays
Lengthy file with validation errors
Huge file so will take ages to load but should be straightforward
Relatively simple file but with validation errors
File with 2 nested subarrays
File with 2 nested subarrays

Glossary
GoogleMap
GoogleMapFIXED
ImageData
ITHelpDesk2/3/4
Playlist
ProductGrid
ProductList
RoutePlan
Shares
TrackInfo
TumblrPhotos
USZipCodes
Widget
WordMenu
YouTube

Sub
Arrays?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Valid?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Additional files may be provided from the website at a later date
There are numerous JSON files for a wide variety of topic areas available on the internet.
Typing e.g. ‘Shares JSON’ into Google will give a long list of possible data sources
These may be real live data or sample files
Unfortunately, many of the JSON files available online are either poorly structured or invalid.
In many cases, validation errors can be fixed by this application or using the JSON Lint online utility.
However, if the file structure is poor, the file will be unusable
Many sites will require you to register to obtain an API key required to download real data.
API keys are usually free but in certain cases you will have to purchase credits to download data.
You can also create your own JSON files using random data generator sites such as Mockaroo
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Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Appendix E - Possible Issues
Like any complex application, issues may occur from time to time.
The following explains some issues you may experience and possible solutions / work rounds:
Issue

Solution / Work round

Subarrays enclosed in curly braces {} are not detected correctly

None at present. The JSON parser engine by Tim Hall can
only handle subarrays enclosed in square brackets []
The analyser currently handles 3 levels of subarray.
A future update may allow deeper array levels

Level 3 arrays are not correctly detected by analyser

Subarray table code fails if an autonumber PK field from the
main table is used as the foreign key in subsidiary tables
The application doesn’t automatically create subdatasheets or
relationships between main & subsidiary tables
I can’t delete a table as its marked as in use

I get an error ‘the database has crashed’ after creating several
new tables, closing then reopening the database

At present, level 3 subarrays must be managed manually by
treating as a special case
Use a different datatype for the main table PK field
Planned for a future version
For now, this must be done manually if required
Select a different record using the navigation controls then
return to the original record before deleting the table.
In rare cases, you may need to close & reopen the app to
release the table ‘lock’
Repeatedly creating & deleting tables can cause database
bloat and instability (especially if the JSON files contain
errors)
Decompiling the database followed by recompiling and
compacting should fix this issue

I would like to view the JSON file in a tree view format
I need more guidance to make the best use of this application

Also, regular backups should be made
Planned for a future version
A series of You Tube videos are in preparation.
Links will be provided from the application website

Please email support@mendipdatasystems.co.uk to alert us if you experience any other issues.
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